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‘CULTURAL DAY’ (2nd JUNE 2022) 

Cultural Day - 2022 was celebrated on Thursday 02nd of June, 2022 at VNR Vignana Jyothi Institute 

of Engineering and Technology. This cultural day is to celebrate the commitment of VNRVJIET to 

nurture the talent and creativity of students with much vigor and enthusiasm and it marks a perfect 

amalgamation of harmony, culture and humanistic spirit. 

The Program started at 11:00am with a classical dance performed by Nritya Tarang, the classical 

dance club of VNR VJIET, followed by the traditional Lamp-lightening ceremony by all the dignitaries 

as a tribute to the Mother Saraswati, the Goddess of Knowledge and an invocation song by Srinija to 

inaugurate the Cultural Day program. 

Dr. Y. Padmasai, Dean, Student Progression gave the welcome address with emphasis on why it is 

important to celebrate the talents and creativity of the students. Then, Dr. T. Srinivasa Rao garu, 

Chairman Extra and Co- 

Curricular Activities had extended the welcome note and shared the ECA CCA Annual report. After 

that Dr. C. D. Naidu, Principal, VNR VJIET shared a few words of wisdom and inspiration. Then Dr. B. 

Chenna Kesava Rao, Director, VNRVJIET motivated the students with his speech. Then Actor and 

Writer Mr. Yuva Chandra, the Guest of Honour for the day had addressed the gathering by reminiscing 

his college days and the support he got from the management, staff and his classmates at VNR VJIET.  

And then Actor Mr. Krishna Bhagavan, another Guest of Honour for the day had addressed the 

gathering with his usual one-line punches and by motivating the students to take up studies and 

culturals seriously. Then both the guests were felicitated and the program ended with a vote of thanks 

by Sahiti. 

 



 

Dr. C.D. Naidu, Principal, VNR VJIET addressing the gathering. 

 

 

The dignitaries on the stage. 

 

 

Welcome Dance performance by Nritya Tarang, the classical dance club of VNR VJIET. 

 



 

Mr. Krishna Bhagawan, the guest of honour addressing the gathering. 

 

 

Mr. Yuva Chandra, the guest of honour is being felicitated. 

  



Hip-Hop competition. 

 

 The cultural day celebrations were followed by the Hip-Hop competition. Dance crews from all over 

India participated in the competition. The audience was enthralled by the performance of the dance 

crews. In addition to the high-energy, different urban dance styles such as poppin’, locking, and 

breaking. Participants added their own individual style and personality to their dances.  

 

 

 



DAY 2 

 

 

  



On the second day of Sintillasunz-2022, Ethnic Day(Traditional Day)  was celebrated with great gusto 

and enthusiasm. The students came fully clad in their traditional dress. Their attire looked simply 

amazing as they collectively displayed an array of colors that reflected the diversity of India. was held 

in the college. Students participated in the various events of the clubs. 

 

 

 

 

CRESCENDO-  Music club of VNRVJIET performance (proshow)  on Day 2 made the students 

dance to their foot tapping songs.  

 

 

 

 



Later, The Deccan Project, purveyor of funk and fusion enthralled the audiences with their diverse 

tracks. The audience enjoyed their music with diverse influences from rock, progressive music, funk 

and Carnatic elements in Indian music. The initial line up consisted of Rahul Nagula, Nithin Reddy, 

Kanakraj Kadimi, Nikhil Vanam and Vivek Nethi. The five are alumni from Vallurupalli Nageswara 

Rao Vignana Jyothi Institute of Engineering & Technology (VNR VJIET), who found a common 

passion in music. They have stuck together ever since they were part of our music club, Crescendo. 

Present line up consists of Sai Madhav (Indian idol vocal coach), Srikanth Sakri replacing Nithin 

Reddy and Rahul Nagula respectively along with Kanakaraj Kadimi, Nikhil Vanam and Vivek Nethi. 

Among them, four are IT professionals while another is a mechanical engineer. Indeed, proud 

moment for VNRVJIETians.     

 

                                                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Telugu Musical Night by Hema chandra, a well-known singer in Telugu film industry, along with his 

troupe enthralled the audience with Telugu film songs, and the Musical show received a good 

appreciation from the audience. 

 

Film Actor Mr. Satyadev Kancharana graced the occasion as the Guest of the day and he addressed 

the students. He and his team promoted the Movie “Godse”, in which he essayed the role of a 

protoganist. 

 

                                                     

 

 

 



 

11:11 movie team: 

 

                            

 

  



Day -3 

 

 

  



 ‘ANNUAL DAY’ (4TH JUNE 2022) 

 

Annual Day - 2022 was celebrated on Saturday 04th of June, 2022 at KS Auditorium at VNR Vignana 

Jyothi Institute of Engineering and Technology.  

 

The Annual day is to celebrate and remember the past achievements and to look forward to the journey 

ahead. The Program was started at 04:00pm at the KS Auditorium with a classical dance performed 

by Nritya Tarangi, the classical dance club of VNR VJIET, followed by the traditional Lamp-lightening 

ceremony by all the dignitaries as a tribute to the Mother Saraswati, the Goddess of Knowledge and 

an invocation song by Amrutha. 

 

Dr. C. D. Naidu, Principal, VNR VJIET read out the Annual Report of the past year, followed by an 

address by Dr. B. Chenna Kesava Rao, Director, VNRVJIET. Then Mr. D. Suresh Babu, President, 

Vignana Jyothi addressed the gathering by appreciating the achievements of the institute. Next, Er. 

Jasti .Sehsagiri Rao, General Secretary, Vignana Jyothi addressed the gathering by wishing the best 

to the institute for the next year. 

 

Then the Guest of Honour for the day, Mr. Sugandh Rakha, Principal Product Manager, ServiceNow, 

Hyderabad gave the speech that was encouraging to the students. And then the Chief Guest, Prof. 

Katta Narasimha Reddy, Vice Chancellor, JNTUH gave the speech in which he appreciated the 

institute’s readiness to implement new courses and grow at large. Next, Ms. Sasya, our Alumnus 

belonging to 2015-2019 Civil Batch was felicitated for securing 214th Rank in UPSC Exams. Then all 

the dignitaries released the Vignana Deepikalu, the college’s directory of the final year students. It was 

followed by the Prize Distribution to all the Gold Medal and various other award winners. Then the 

guests were felicitated and the program ended with a vote of thanks by Sneha. 

 

 

  



The following are some of the pictures of the program. 

  

 

The dignitaries on the dais. 

 

  

 

One of the Gold Medalists being felicitated. 

  

  



 

Ms. Sasya is being felicitated for her achievement. 

 

 

  

 

The dignitaries with the then-released copies of the Vignana Deepikalu. 

 

  



On the Third day of Sintillashunz-2022 organised the  Dance (pro show) performance by Live Wire, 

the dance club of VNRVJIET College. CRESCENDO-Music club of VNRVJIET conducted Charminar 

Jam band competition and Instruments solo competition. Krishna Tejasvi, one of the young talented 

artists of Hyderabad, Playback singer and vocalist of the band, Jammers, was the judge for the 

competition. 

                               

 

EDM night was organized. Dennis Cartier (from Belgium), Olly esse ( from mumbai),Deck M(from New 

Delhi) and XKING(from Hyderabad) entertained the august gathering of  6000 students. 

 

 

 

                           

 



 

          

The student members of the organizing committee expressed their sincere thanks to the Principal, 

Management   and  for their extended support and to the faculty of the institute for the support extended 

during the period of Sintillashunz-22  

Stentorian Report 



 

1. Bang Jam 

 

Stentorian organized BANG JAM on Day 2 of Sintillashunz i.e 3rd June 2022. In this activity, 

a participant tries to speak for up to a minute on the topic, trying not to break a dozen rules. 

All the while they have three other players waiting to object to the mistake, which if it is a 

reasonable one gives the person who objected the chance to speak. It’s a game of attention 

and quick reflexes. 

 

 

Bangjam prelims were conducted in A013 at 11 am with a total of 22 participants out of which 

5 participants have progressed to the finale. There were a total of 4 rounds in prelims with 4 

new players in each round with a dedicated moderator present throughout these prelims.



 

 

The Bangjam finale was held in APJ Abdul Kalam Audi at 3 pm with 5 finalists. A total of two 

rounds were conducted. The winners were selected based on the total individual score which 

is a summation of scores from the two rounds. The winners are: 

 

1st place: Lakshit Jain from 3rd year, Civil. 2nd 

place: Rahul Reddy from 4th year, IT. 

3rd place: Prashansa Mishra from 3rd year, IT. 

 

2. Double Damage 

 

Double Damage is new addition to Stentorian’s literary events. It is a fresh new take on a two-

person creative writing event. Participants come as a pair to choose the prompt that they 

need to write about. One person chooses the environment and the other chooses a character. 

Dartboards are used to determine the pool of prompts given to the participants. Both the 

participants then write separate pieces about the decided character in that particular 

environment.



 

 

This event was conducted in the ELCS lab on the first floor of A block on June 3rd from 10 

am to 5 pm. Among the 22 people who participated, the winners are: 

1st place: Niharika from 1st-year EIE 2nd 

place: Akshaya from 3rd-year IT 

3rd place: Rachana Baditha from 3rd-year IT 

 

3. Amazing Race 

Stentorian organized the event Amazing Race on 4th June 2022. It is a large scale treasure 

hunt where a team of two players must complete interesting, quick-witted tasks at appointed 

stations successfully to get the clues to the next place on the map. The team that reaches the 

finish line first is declared the winner. Teams got to engage in 13 tasks scattered across 13 

different stations across campus. 

 



 

 

A total of 17 teams (34 contestants) participated in the race. The following teams successfully 

finished the race and were declared the winners: 

1st place: Ajay Digumarthy, alumni of Vnrvjiet, and Parthav Nuthalapati from 2nd year, 

AI/ML. 

2nd place: Kaushik and Gautam from 4th year, Civil. 

3rd place: Guru Bhargava and Hrithik Lokesh from 2nd year,CSBS. 

Trivia 

Trivia was the first major event conducted by Stentorian during the three-day fest, Sintillashunz. It 

involved teams of three facing off each other by answering questions on general knowledge as well 

as their favorite fandoms and winning points on each right answer. 

The first phase consisted of the teams answering the right answers to the questions asked, 

following which they were given a choice to answer a bonus question. On getting that right, 

they earn a golden ticket, which they can use to answer questions on another teams turn. 



Each team was to answer four questions. 

 

The game started off with a great deal of excitement from the participants and the volunteers. 

As the rounds were drawing to a close, all the teams pushed themselves forward to grab the 

last points with a lot of zeal. After a huge deal of competition from the tie breaker round, the 

top three teams were then promoted to the next phase of the game. 

 

The second phase of the game is based on ‘Price is Right’. The objective of each team was 

to answer each question asked in the form of a number such that the answer is close to the 

correct one, without going over the actual figure. The qualified teams took up this challenge 

with gusto, and the anticipation grew as each team faced off each other. Finally, the reigning 

teams that won this exciting game are: 

  



1st prize- Rithwik (4th-year, ECE), Sonika (3rd-year, CSE), Rahul (4th-year, IT). 

2nd prize- Satya(3rd-year ECE), Jatin (3rd-year CSE), Parthav(2nd-year, CSE-AIML). 

3rd prize- Kaiser (4th-year, IT), Suraj (2nd year CSE), Siddharth (2nd year EEE). 

4.Picture Perspective 

Picture perspective was held on day 1 of Sintillashunz that is, on June 2nd at ELCS lab. It 

was a full-day event, conducted from 10 am to 5 pm. The participants would be provided with 

a series of 7 pictures which serve as writing prompts. They would choose one, andwrite any 

form of prose- essay, poem, story, article, fiction, or a short story based on that picture. 

 

 

A total of 41 people participated in the event, among which the top 3 best pieces were 

awarded prizes. 

These prizes were awarded to: 

1st place - L.Niharika from 1st-year, EIE. 2nd 

place - Sanjitha from 1st-year, CSE-DS. 

3rd place - Akshathala Sreemaee from 2nd year, EIE 

  



5. Devil’s Advocate 

Devil's Advocate is a speaking event where the participants are given a morally wrong or 

socially unacceptable prompt and they have to play the "Devil's" advocate and defend that 

topic. One has to support the topic with appropriate facts and convince the audience that the 

subject is not really an issue or wrong. It was held on the second day (3rd June 2022) of the 

fest. 

 

The event was held in APJ Auditorium. Everyone seemed quite enthusiastic and it started off 

on a great note. A total of 15 students had taken part in the event. Each one was given five 

minutes to prepare. The key factors that were looked for were creativity and the individual’s 

involvement in their role. 

Each participant came up with very strong points to defend their topic and did not hesitate 

one bit from doing so which was remarkable. They all spoke confidently, and some really fell 



into their role as the Devil’s advocate, which kept the entire audience lively and engaged. The 

top three that were the most impressive and stood out were: 

1st place: Rahul 4th year, IT 2nd 

place: Shumailah 

3rd place: Rachana 3rd year, IT 

 

6. Slam Poetry 

Stentorian’s cultural fest activities kicked off with Slam Poetry, a speaking event which gives 

the spotlight to the enticing words of poetry written by students all across the campus. It is an 

event about vulnerability, and having the courage to express yourself on the stage. 

 

A VNR alumnus and former Stentorian chairperson was invited to preside over and act as a 

judge for the event. Each participant was evaluated by five criteria: Clarity; Stage Presence; 

Structure; Imagery; Enjoyment. Over 25 students took the stage, brought their written words 

to life, and dazzled their entire audience. 

 



 

After hard deliberation, the top three prizes went to: 

1st place - Rachana from 3rd year, IT. 2nd 

place -Rithvik from 4th year, ECE 

3rd place - Sanjitha from 1st year, CSE-DS 

  



Dramatrix Report 

 

Dramatrix is one of the cultural clubs at VNRVJIET, which participate actively in Induction, 

Republic day, Yugma, SINTILLASHUNZ and other institute programs every year. It 

encourages students to showcase their talent in acting, dialogue writing, mime, story writing, 

stage plays, street plays, etc. The club also explores the social issues in the form of street 

plays, stage plays etc. 

 

 

The club conducted the two competitions during the sinti-2022 - dialogue war and standup 

comedy. The number of participants in dialogue war is 18. Numerous people participated in 

standup comedy. A total pool price of 15000/- was given out to the winners. Apart from the 

club activities, the members of the club have actively involved in the organizing the Sinti-2022. 



SYNERGY  

 

The interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations to produce a combined effect 

greater than the sum of the separate effects describes the wording Synergy. As the meaning 

of synergy is one of the mottos, the five clubs of VNRVJIET named VNR Art of Living, Creative 

Arts, VNR Student Force, VNR Saahithi Vanam, and VNR National Service Scheme together 

worked together to represent and organize an event during Scintillashunz 2k22 named 

SYNERGY 2k22. 

 

 

Synergy happened beside the D-block opposite JSK Greens. This event is the first time in our 

college history that 5 different clubs are working together and organizing an event during 

Scintillashunz, the cultural fest conducted by the institute VNRVJIET. As Scintillashunz was 

conducted from 2nd June 2022 to 4th June 2022, the Synergy event was organized on the 

2nd & 3rd of June, 2022 from 11 AM to 5 PM. The main motto of organizing the synergy event 

is donating the amount received by this event to charity. Synergy team conducted 10 fun 

activities, among those 10, Team NSS VNRVJIET organized and took the main lead over 

FIND THE WAY and 1 SECOND activity.



 

 

Find The Way 

On 2nd June 2022, FIND THE WAY was organized which is similar to the escape room game. 

It consists of different levels to cross and should have to find the key to the room they’ve been 

locked in to come out of it.



VJ Teatro  

 

Just like every other year, this year also VJ Teatro has organized 4 amazing events 

namely,48hr film making screening, short film making contest, Anveshi screening and 

filmy quiz during Sintillashunz, the most awaited cultural fest of VNRVJIET. 

 

1. 48 Hour Film Making 

 

Screening of the best 48-Hour short film 

happened on the second day of the fest, i.e. 3rd June 2022. For this event, the 

participants were given a theme, ‘gamble’ with which they had to build a short 

film within a time of forty-eight hours. Many interested students from various 

colleges across the city participated in this event resulting in receiving 

approximately thirty submissions among which, the best team was awarded. 

The Judging and Award Distribution was done by Team GODSE. 

 

  



2. Short film contest 

In order to promote filmmaking and cinema among students, a short film contest was 

conducted by VJ Teatro. Many students from various colleges participated in this event. Any 

short film that the participants have worked on in the last two years were considered for the 

competition. On the final day of the fest, 4th June, screening of the best short film followed by 

judging and award distribution was done. 

Anveshi screening 

The beginning of the fest (on 2nd June 2022) witnessed the screening of Teatro's biggest 

and prestigious project directed by Achyut, at the KS Auditorium. 

 

 



3. Filmy Quiz 

Many games and quizzes were conducted for all the movie buffs as a part of this event. This 

started from 24th of May and lasted until the end of the fest. For filmy quiz, the first round was 

conducted for a week before Sintillashunz, where about 350 students participated, out of 

which the top 10 students were taken to the second round based on the score...in the second 

round, various games were played like, guess the background music, guess the movie from 

emojis rapid fire and the best was awarded. 



LiveWire Report 

 

1. Hyderabad’s Hop Convention (HHC) 

 

As part of HHC, we The Livewire crew have organized solos and duos competitions in various 

categories with cash prizes. We had about 40 number of participants on a whole. This 

competition was held at APJ Abdul Kalam Auditorium in Our college VNR VJIET. 

We also organized the 6th edition of HHC this year on the same day , this is a colligate group 

dance competition in which colleges across the state have participated. Mr.Velu Kumar 

Selvarajan who is a Choreographer,Creative Director and a dance coach took the honor of 

being the judge for this event. 

Livewire has stood as Winners in this competition. United by dance (CBIT) were the runners 

up. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Pro Show. 

We had about one hour slot on this day to entertain the audience with our groovy moves to 

top chatbusters. We performed as 3 sets on various songs on sinti stage on the occasion of 

our fest. Students from all the 4 years who are a part of the club have taken part in this event. 

 

3. Flash Mob 

 

A flashmob was performed in the basket ball court in our college VNRVJIET for 10mins to 

promote our fest SINTILLASHUNZ. Students from all the 4 years who are a part of the club 

have taken part in this event. 

 

 

4. Intramurals 



As part of sintillashunz a dance competition exclusively for our college students was 

conducted on this day in our SAC 3rd floor. There were various dance categories in which 

the students participated and won prizes. 

 



The Art of Living  

 

SINTILLASHUNZ VNR, the most awaited event of the year, the annual cultural fest that the students 

will be dreaming of every second of the year. On this big special occasion, our team AOL was 

completely equipped with the best interesting events possible. 

There were two major events conducted which had a massive footfall of over 300 participants 

The first one, SATVIK FOOD EATING COMPETITION spreads the motto of Eat healthy - 

Stay healthy. The participant is challenged to finish all the healthy foods as the time ticks!! All 

one has to remember is to clear the first to enter the final. 

And finally, the suspense mystery CLUMINATI. Here the participants had to go through three rounds 

to enter the finale . They have to interact with the suspects and discern the murder mystery. The best 

and closest crime report made from that interaction was rewarded. 



Nrithya Tarang  

 

This year’s Sintillashunz fest of VNR VJIET Nrithya Tarang conducted a classical dance competition 

and performed in 3 events conducted by the college. 

Cultural Day Inauguration: 

Performed for the Cultural day inauguration ceremony that was conducted in the Ks 

auditorium on 2nd June, 2022 in the presence of Principal sir and Guests of Honor Mr. Yuva 

Chandra, Mr. Krishna Bhagavan. 

 

Extramurals 

A classical dance competition was conducted on the 2nd June. Participants included dancers 

across all years and from different colleges. There were 2 categories for the participants to 

choose: Fusion classical and pure classical. Ms. Sowmya, a trained classical Kuchipudi 

dancer having her own academy was the judge for the event. 



Annual day 

 

Performed for the annual day celebrations on 4th June, 2022 in the presence of Prof. Katta 

Narasimha Reddy and Mr. Sugandh Rekha. 

 

Pro show 

 

On the final day of the fest i.e 4th June, 2022 Nrithya Tarang performed in the evening along with 

Live Wire as part of the Pro-Show! 



Scintillate Report 

Scintillate, the photogragraphy club, as a part of SINTILLASHUNZ 2022, took the responsibility of 

photography coverage for all the events organized. 

 

The club was present to cover the activities of VNRVJIET’S annual Sports Fest, conducted 

on June 1st and 2nd. Pictures were taken to immortalise the efforts of the various sports 

teams, including the Basketball, Football, Cricket, Volleyball, and Kabaddi. 

 

Concurrently, the club covered every corner of the fest activities, from the opening 

inauguration ceremony to the final prize distribution ceremony, capturing every moment to 

behold. This includes the various events conducted by other clubs, such as the inter-college 

dance competition hosted by Live Wire, the live performances by Crescendo, and the many 

guest performances and festivities that occurred after dusk. 

 



Scintillate also hosted their own photobooth, where students were able to take photos in 

front of a specially crafted set to showcase the VNR spirit. 



Crescendo Report 

Crescendo had a great experience being a part of the cultural fest Sintillashunz. The fest is of three 

days in which many cultural events were held. Crescendo being the music club of VNRVJIET gave a 

proshow and conducted about seven musical events which include: 

1. Shruthi-Laya (Classical singing solos) 

2. Dhun-ki (Light Music singing solos) 

3. Harmonix (Western singing solos) 

4. Instru-Lead (Instrumental solos) 

5. Antakshari 

6. Charminar Jam (Battle of Bands) 

1. Shruthi-Laya and Dhun-ki 

The first day of the fest i.e., on June 2nd has taken a good start. Intramural events like Shruthi-

Laya, Dhun-ki, Harmonix, Instru-Lead are conducted in the B-Block Seminar Hall. The Judges 

of these events were Srinivas Joshi and Vidyadhar Raghavan, who is the lead vocalist and 

keyboardist of the band Sarvam. The Intramural events have started at 10:00 a.m. with the 

Shruthi-Laya (Classical Solo Singing Competition) followed by Dhun-ki (Light Music Solo 

Singing Competition). These 2 events saw a huge number of participants around 60 people 

in total. There was a tough competition among the participants. 

Winners of Shruthi-Laya:



Winners of Dhun-ki: 

 

2. Harmonix and Intru-Lead 

 

In the afternoon session the events Harmonix and Instru-Lead were conducted. The event 

has successfully ended being a platform for about thirty participants in each competition to 

showcase their talent other than academics. Many students from various other college 

participated in these competitions. The participation in these events was great in number with 

also a good number of outside participants. the results of the competitions were announced 

by the judge and the winners were awarded with the cash prize and certificate. With this the 

first day of the fest had successfully come to an end.



3. Antakshari 

The second day of the fest i.e., 3rd June, started with the event Antakshari which was 

exclusively held for respected VNRVJIET faculty. It was a fun filled event in which participation 

was large in number. This event consists of four rounds and was played in teams. The event 

started at 2pm and ended by 5pm.  

 

4. Crescendo Proshow 

Then the final event of the day was the Crescendo performance. Crescendo's performance 

was delayed due to delay in previous events and performance slot was reduced. Crescendo 

performed live at 9:30 p.m., it was a crowd engaging musical performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.Charminar Jam 



The third day of the fest i.e., 4th June, started amazingly with an extraordinary competitive 

spirit in the Charminar Jam, The Battle of Bands which was held at the open-air theatre in 

which about six bands from different colleges were shortlisted including the home band 

Crescendo. The competition started at 11 am and ended by 2pm. The judge for the 

competition was Krishna Tejasvi sir who is among the few best young artists of Hyderabad. 

He is a playback singer and lead vocalist of the band, The Jammers which is one of the 

popular and happening bands in Hyderabad. His singing has been greatly appreciated by 

music enthusiasts, both amateur and professional alike, of Hyderabad. The winners of the 

Charminar Jam were the home band of VNRVJIET, CRESCENDO, won thefirst prize and 

second was the band Rhapsody, college band of IARE. 

In News 
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